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The RMF provides a structured, yet flexible process
for managing cybersecurity and privacy risk to 

information & systems that includes system 
categorization, control selection, implementation, 

assessment, authorization, and continuous 
monitoring.  

Risk Management Framework Overview
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Essential activities to prepare the organization 
to manage security and privacy risks
Categorize the system and information 
processed, stored, and transmitted based on an 
impact analysis
Select the set of NIST SP 800-53 controls to 
protect the system based on risk assessment(s)
Implement the controls and document how 
controls are deployed
Assess to determine if the controls are in place, 
operating as intended, and producing the 
desired results
Senior official makes a risk-based decision 
to authorize the system (to operate)
Continuously monitor control implementation 
and risks to the system

Risk Management Framework Steps
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Risk Management and Risk Assessment

FRAME

ASSESS

RESPONDMONITOR

• Risk assessment is a key component of a holistic risk 
management process (as defined in NIST SP 800-39, Managing 
Information Security Risk: Organization, Mission, and System 
View)

• Risk management processes include:
• Framing Risk
• Assessing Risk
• Responding to Risk
• Monitoring Risk
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Framing
Establishing the context for how 

organizations manage information 
security risk

Assessment
Identify threat sources & events, 

vulnerabilities, determine risk (impact & 
likelihood) & uncertainty

Response
Develop risk response strategy (accept, 
reject, mitigate, share/transfer risk) & 

courses of action

Monitoring
Verify implementation, determine 

effectiveness of risk mitigation 
measures, identify changes

RISK
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RESPONDMONITOR



Key Terms in Risk Assessment

Risk Risk 
Assessment Threat

Vulnerability Impact Likelihood
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Risk - a measure of the extent to which an entity is threatened by a potential circumstance or event – a combination of the likelihood and impact	Risk models define: Key terms to be used in the risk assessment, Risk factors to be assessed (e,g. threats, vulnerabilities, likelihoods, impacts) and 	Relationships among the factorsRisk Assessment - the process of identifying, prioritizing, and estimating information security risksThreat –any circumstance/event that could adversely impact organizations through an IS via a loss of C, I, and/or AThreat Source – something that exploits a vulnerability. (i) hostile attacks; (ii) human errors; (iii) failures of resources (e.g., hardware, software, environmental controls); and (iv) natural and man-made disasters, accidents, Threat Event - an event or situation initiated or caused by a threat source that has the potential for causing adverse impact Vulnerability - an inherent weakness in an information system, security procedures, internal controls, or implementation that could be exploited by a threat sourceLikelihood - likelihood of occurrence of a threat event combined with the likelihood of occurrence and the likelihood of impactImpact - the magnitude of harm that can be expected to result from loss of C, I, and/or A



Organization-Wide Risk Assessment
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Three Levels of Organiza�on-Wide 

Risk Management

Strategic 
Focus

Tac�cal 
Focus

Level 1
Organiza�on

Level 2
Mission / Business Process

Level 3
System (Environment of Opera�on)

More detailed and granular risk perspective

Broad-based risk perspective

Level 1: Support organization-wide 
strategies/policies/procedures

Level 2: Support determination of 
mission/business process protection, inform 

decisions on use of systems

Level 3: Focused on individual systems, 
can be conducted during each step of 

the RMF

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes




Risk Assessment Goal

• Determination of risk
• What is the degree of 

potential harm?
• How likely would such 

harm occur?

NIST SP 800-30, Revision 1: Organization
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Chapter 1 - Introduction

Chapter 2 – Process overview and terminology

Chapter 3 – Risk assessment process activities

Supporting appendices, including:
• Threat sources and threat events
• Vulnerabilities and predisposing conditions
• Likelihood of threat occurrence
• Impact
• Risk and uncertainty
• Prioritization of risks



Essential activities to prepare the organization 
to manage security and privacy risks
Categorize the system and information 
processed, stored, and transmitted based on an 
impact analysis
Select the set of NIST SP 800-53 controls to 
protect the system based on risk assessment(s)
Implement the controls and document how 
controls are deployed
Assess to determine if the controls are in place, 
operating as intended, and producing the 
desired results
Senior official makes a risk-based decision 
to authorize the system (to operate)
Continuously monitor control implementation 
and risks to the system

Risk Management Framework Steps
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
RMF Prepare Step: Org-wide RA, Mission/Biz Level RARMF Categorize Step: Use initial risk assessment results to inform impact analysis for appropriate categorization, Prepare for security control selectionRMF Select Step: Ideally during SDLC initiation phase to ensure security is baked in, Use initial risk assessment results during control selection to: Tailor the baseline appropriately, Identify common controls with potential single points of failure, Use updated risk assessments to modify initial control selection based on most recent threat and vulnerability dataRMF Implement Step: Use initial risk assessment results to Determine most effective way to implement controls, Inform cost/benefit and/or risk tradeoffs, Use updated risk assessments to help determine if the current implementation is still effectiveRMF Assess Step: Use initial or updated risk assessment results to determine: Type of assessment to be conducted, Frequency of assessments, Level of rigor for assessments, Assessment methods used, Number of objects assessed, Use results from control assessments to identify residual risk (vulnerabilities), Use updated risk assessment results to determine severity of residual risk (vulnerabilities)RMF Authorize Step - Use initial or updated risk assessment results to inform authorizing officials as they make risk-based decisions: Approve authorization to operation, Deny authorization to operate, Require additional safeguards ,RMF Monitor Step - Update risk assessments during monitoring step based on: Ongoing effectiveness of security/privacy controls, Changes to systems and environments of operation, Compliance with policies, Monitoring results provide information on new vulnerabilities to be addressed through the risk assessment process



Risk Assessment (RA) Process
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Prepare Conduct Maintain

Identify 
purpose of RA

Identify scope 
of RA

Identify 
assumptions 
& constraints

Identify 
sources of 

information

Define or 
refine the risk 

model

Identify threat 
sources

Identify threat 
events

Identify 
vulnerabilities

Determine 
likelihood

Determine 
adverse 
impacts

Determine 
risk

Ongoing 
Monitoring

Update RA 
using results 

of monitoring

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
PrepareTask 1-1: Identify the purpose of the risk assessmentIs it an initial assessment or an updated assessment?The initial purpose may include:Establishing a baseline of risk; orIdentifying risk factors to be tracked over timeThe updated purpose may include assessment of:The ongoing effectiveness of security and privacy controlsNew or reduced risk from changes to systems or environments of operationResults from compliance verification activitiesTask 1-2: Identify the scope of the risk assessmentWhat tiers are to be addressed in the risk assessment?What organizational parts will be affected by the risk assessment and how will they be affected?What decisions will the results support?Organizational applicabilityArchitectural/Technology considerationsHow long with the results be relevant? Effectiveness time frameWhat will trigger the need to update the risk assessment?Tasl 1-3: Identify specific assumptions and constraintsAssumption areas:Threat sources/threat eventsVulnerabilities/predisposing conditionsImpactsAssessment and analytic approachesConstraint areas:Available resourcesSkills and expertise requiredOperational considerations (e.g., physical location, mission needs’Task 1-4: Identify sources of information to be usedInformation needed:Threat informationVulnerability informationImpact informationPotential sources Appendices D thru IExternal sources (e.g., US-Cert, ISACs)Internal sources (e.g., incident reports, security logs, business impact analyses)Task 1-5: Define or refine the risk model to be usedUse risk factors defined in the appendicesFor each assessable risk factor, the appendices include three assessment scales with different representationsConductTask 2-1: Identify and characterize the threat sources of concern to the organizationCharacteristics may define specific types of threat sourcesIntentionsTargetingCapabilitiesAppendix D provides tables for identifying threat sourcesTask 2-2: Identify threat events, relevance, and threat sourcesMany-to-many relationship between threat events and threat sources (increases complexity for the RA)Relevance of each identified threat event is determined and has direct linkage to organizational risk tolerance All potential threat sources are identified for each relevant threat eventTask 2-3: Identify vulnerabilities and predisposing conditionsMany-to-many relationship between vulnerabilities and threat events Identify predisposing conditions that affect susceptibility to vulnerabilitiesDetermine which vulnerabilities and which predisposing conditions are relevant to which threat events All potential vulnerabilities are identified for each relevant threat eventTask 2-4: Determine likelihood of adverse impacts occurringConsider:Characteristics of threat sources that could initiate eventsVulnerabilities and predisposing conditions identified in 2-3Countermeasures planned or implemented to impede eventsThree parts: Assess likelihood that threat events will be initiatedAssess likelihood that initiated events result in adverse impactAssess overall likelihood as combination of the first two partsTask 2-5: Determine adverse impacts & uncertainty Consider:Characteristics of threat sources that could initiate eventsVulnerabilities and predisposing conditions identified in 2-3Countermeasures planned or implemented to impede eventsDescribe adverse impacts in terms of potential harm  The more critical a system or asset is, the higher the adverse impact will beTask 2-6: Determine risk to the organization from threat eventsConsider:The impact that would result from the eventsThe likelihood of the events occurringAt certainty (100% probability), risk = impactMay not hold true for aggregated riskMaintainTask 3-1: Conduct ongoing monitoring of factors that contribute to changes in riskObjective is to maintain ongoing situational awareness of the security state of the organization  Results are used to refresh RAs at the frequency deemed appropriate by the organizationTask 3-2: Update existing RAs using results from monitoringUpdated based on organizational determinations of frequencies and relevant circumstancesRevisit Prepare step if there have been significant changes (as defined by the organization) If there have been no significant changes to the system, updates identify and assess only how risk factors have changed:New threat events, vulnerabilities, or predisposing conditionsThreat source characteristics, likelihoods, or impacts



Assessment Approaches

• Based on numbers where proportionality of 
values is maintained in and out of the context of 
the assessment; higher degree of repeatability

• Qualitative-like subjective interpretations may 
still be involved

• Benefits may be outweighed by costs in time, 
effort, and tools

Quantitative
• Based on non-numerical levels such as low, 

moderate, and high
• Results typically easier to convey to decision 

makers
• Extra work required to ensure repeatability and 

reproducibility

Qualitative

• Based on scales or representative numbers 
whose values/proportions are not maintained in 
other contexts, e.g., 0-15, 16-35, 35-70, 71-85, 
86-100)

• Expert judgment needed to assign values 
appropriately/reduce subjectivity

Semi-Quantitative
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STAY IN TOUCH
CONTACT US

@NISTcyber

nist.gov/RMF sec-cert@nist.gov
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